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A B S T R AC T

With an increasing popularity, bike sharing systems are getting deployed in more and more
cities around the world, offering alternative transport methods in cities with busy traffic and
increase public health. Since 2013, Citi Bike operates in New York City and publishes usage
data of the system online, offering insights into the system. This system data was mined and
the top 50 rides between two stations for three defined plateaus were aggregated. Based on
these rides, this thesis investigates how the system is serving common points of interest (POI).
Every station was classified with up to three POI types describing it and its surroundings. An
interactive application (www.nycmap.bike) was built as a tool for and to assist with the research,
with a map visualizing the top rides as a weighted graph, while offering insights into trip du-
rations and times, user type distribution and user specific data such as gender and age. A
strong relation was found between areas of housing and nearby transportation hubs, serving
each other and being part of last mile rides from and to work. An overall increase in female
ridership was noted. Popular rides among tourists include rides around Central Park, over the
Brooklyn Bridge and alongside West Side Highway, and are found to be either in areas with
less motorized traffic or dedicated bicycle lanes, similar to rides with a high share of female
ridership.
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A B B R E V I AT I O N S & T E R M I N O L O G Y

Point of Interest
A user with either a 3 or 7 day pass to the Citi Bike System
A user with an annual subscription to the Citi Bike System
Bike Sharing System

POI
Customer
Subscriber
BSS
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 OV E RV I E W

In the last couple of years, bike-sharing has taken a major role in the transportation network
of big cities as an alternative way of getting around the city. It consists of a network docking
stations (Figure 1) from which bikes can be borrowed and returned to, where it does not matter
from which station a bike is borrowed or where it is returned.

Figure 1: A Citi Bike station with bikes locked into place. [1]

People interested in using the system can sign up for a membership, often offering unlimited
bike rides for a yearly fee, where there is usually a limit on the duration of borrowing a bike,
to prevent users from just keeping the bike instead of returning it to a station. Furthermore,
access passes spanning just a couple of days are offered as well, targeting tourists who want
to explore the city by bike.

Originated in 1965 in Amsterdam, the first bike sharing system (BSS) was establishing by
a political group called Provos, which placed witte fiets around the city, white painted bikes
which anyone could take to get around. The goal was to decrease pollution and congestion
in Amsterdam. However since there were no return stations for the bikes and the systems
regulations were rather simple, it collapsed after a short time [2].

The first station-based system was introduced in Denmark in 1991 with four stations, and in
1995 Bycyklen was established in Copenhagen as a first system on a bigger scale [2]. This
was also the first system to emphasize on urban usage, providing bikes with more solid tires
designed for the everyday use in the city. While solving problems of the earlier systems, By-
cyklen had issues with bikes being stolen, which was a result of the system only requiring a
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1.2 T H E P R O B L E M 3

coin as deposit. This was resolved in a new generation of BSS which was established at the
Portsmouth University. It used magnetic cards to authenticate a user and gave only those who
could authenticate themselves access to a bike [3]. The most recent generation of such sys-
tems combine the positive aspects of their predecessors, offering sturdy and easy to operate
bikes to their registered members.

Considering the positive effects on the environment, public health and overall traffic, bike-
sharing offers a way of traveling around the city which relieves pressure from the congestion
and results in less impact on the wear of roads. This makes the incorporation of a bike-sharing
system attractive for many big cities facing those issues.

Looking at New York City and especially Manhattan, which doubles its population to 3.9 Million
during work days due to commuters [4], the city’s Department of City Planning in 2008 deter-
mined several points of action as it was investigating into transport alternatives for the city, and
in order to decrease traffic related issues such as road wear, collisions and congestion. This
plan involved the expansion of bike lanes throughout the city and installation of bike racks [5].
One year later in 2009, the Department published its ’Bike-Share Feasibility Report’, where it
investigates in the opportunities of a bike-share system within New York City. It was found that
for New York City, the station density would be a major factor of the potential success of such
a system [6]. In 2011, the city then decided to partner with ’Alta Bicycle Share’ to build and run
a BSS [7].

Citi Bike, New York’s BSS, received great popularity after its launch in 2013. With initially
330 stations and 5,000 bikes, Citi Bike has expanded to 470 stations and 7,000 bikes in spring
2016 [8][9]. It plans to add another 5,000 bikes and 280 stations during the course of 2017 [10].

Citi Bike announced plans to further expand their system throughout the years in the boroughs
of Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens by increasing station density and tapping into neighbor-
hoods where there are no stations yet. Next to that, a main goal is to create a reliable transport
network by decreasing the distance to a station in the areas where Citi Bike already is [10].

1.2 T H E P R O B L E M

Several issues can arise during planning and operation of a BSS. Estimating the demand at
a station can be one of them, since the it is dependent on many factors like nearby points of
interest (POI), the local demographic and the type of area. There can be great demand during
rush hours at major stations nearby apartments or transportation hubs, such that there are only
a small number of bikes available outside of rush hours, until customers bring back the bikes
on their way home and thereby re-balancing the system. But weather and spatial variables
can also have impact on the decision to use the BSS, such that the bikes might not be brought
back in this particular example. Stations nearby offices could potentially only experience heavy
usage within a short period during the day, given that it mostly holds bikes for workers who went
to work using the system, in which case there must be sufficient slots available in the morning.
An asynchronous flow is thus almost guaranteed, which needs to be counteracted through re-
balancing, a rather complex task. Citi Bike does this using bike transporters and encourages
people via their Bike Angels program to help relocating bikes to earn points in return, which
can be spent on different ways, for example sharing a ride with a friend for free or extending the
membership. After a certain number of points, it is also possible to exchange them for money
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[11]. However, re-balancing remains a tedious process, involving the investigation in optimal
routes and times for bike transporters to re-balance the system.

1.3 A I M S & A P P R O AC H

Over the last years, several studies researched bike usage and the flow within the network, us-
ing different approaches, such as population density, bike lane availability or retail destinations
[12]. In addition to simply increasing the number of stations and their density, expansion could
be further optimized by identifying top routes and analyzing how common points of interest
are served. By identifying a station as a symbolic representation of a nearby point of interest
(POI), this thesis tries to accomplish the analysis of the usage of shared bikes in relation to
the POI. The results for a certain type of area can be mapped onto similar areas, making it
possible to hypothesize whether an area is expected to receive a higher or lower number of
commuters from bike sharing in comparison to similar areas. This can improve planning for
future station expansion, e.g. by mapping the results of this research onto similar areas in the
city. This thesis investigates the top routes, the correlation between different points of interest
and user and trip specific data such as gender and trip time, which can help understand this
flow and how it can be counteracted in the case of re-balancing. The results can improve the
understanding of the numerical requirements of a certain area or district towards Citi Bike for
future expansions. Business owners in areas of Citi Bike stations could also make use of the
result, e.g. by investigating in the times when a nearby station is most busy or from where
people arrive there, and then adjusting local advertisement according to it.

The goal of this thesis is identifying the top POI-to-POI routes in the recent years which people
prefer to cover using the Citi Bike BSS. This is done using a directed weighted graph created
from the aggregated data mined from the Citi Bike trip data set. Furthermore it is investigated
whether there exists a correlation between the type of POI (such as office, tourist or apartment
area) and the likelihood that it is served by the Citi Bike system, in comparison to other POIs.
This graph will give a geographical overview of the role of the BSS in the overall city transporta-
tion. Additionally, it is investigated whether there exists a correlation between the users gender,
the date and time of the day, and the likelihood of using the BSS for traveling to a specific type
of POI. This can further help understanding user-specific requirements towards the system,
and can help analyzing usage patterns of different types of users. Finally, it is hypothesized
about the underlying causes of the results.

Citi Bike publishes anonymous usage data of their system on its website. Next to trip dura-
tion and user gender and age, it contains start and end station of every trip since the start of
the system, offering great opportunity for an analysis of several points.
The Citi Bike data is analyzed using methods of graph theory, such as creating a directed
graph from the aggregated data with according to their popularity weighted edges, represent-
ing a route. To visualize the result the graph is plotted onto a map of Manhattan containing the
stations and edges between them. Moreover, the correlation between the type of POI and the
popularity of it within the BSS system and its causes are interpreted. Important input variables
are the POIs at first, which need to be identified and circumscribed. Stations of the system
need to be related to such POI, from where on the trips to and from the stations can be ana-
lyzed in correspondence to the POI.

The related work is presented first, after which the research questions are formulated. The
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method used for aggregation of the trips and mapping of the stations is described. The results
for each questions are described in sections corresponding to neighborhoods of New York City,
after which the results are then discussed and concluded.



2 R E L AT E D W O R K

2.1 T R I P AG G R E G AT I O N

Investigating in related work regarding the aggregation of top trips within the system, not many
papers come up. Gordon-Koven et al. (2014) [13] for example discusses top stations, meaning
stations which had the most trip starts and ends. The result can help classify the surroundings
of a station, but it does not tell about the relationship between two stations, a crucial aspect of
investigating the flow of a station based system.
This research focuses its investigations on top trips between stations in different plateaus de-
fined based on the number of stations in the system. These top trips represent the base of
then carried out research into user data, built environment and trip time data.

2.2 U S E R G E N D E R

In Garrard et al. (2008) [14], it was investigated whether females would be more likely to cycle
on routes which provide a separation from regular motor traffic. It was concluded that improved
cycling infrastructure like cycling paths and a maximum separation from motor traffic is an im-
portant factor for the female representation in the cycling demographic. In addition, this agrees
with the differences in risk aversion of the male and female gender.

This result is further supported by Kaufman, S. (2014) [15], who found that the number of
traffic lanes and heavy traffic influences the choice of females taking a Citi Bike. Furthermore,
it was found that the female user share is higher in less densely populated areas such as Fort
Greene in Brooklyn. Kaufman suggests that from this, the safety of a location can be derived.

Regarding user gender variables, this research investigates in the change over time in gen-
der distribution on several trips. It is then, based on the information available, hypothesized
what the cause for a shift in the distribution is.

2.3 B U I LT E N V I R O N M E N T VA R I A B L E S

Regarding the impact of surroundings of a station on the usage of the station and system,
Faghih-Imani et al. (2016) [16] looked at built environment variables and found that for example
subway stations have a positive impact on a stations departure and arrival rates for subscribers.
This is also the case for parks on weekends, and restaurants in the area increases rates as
well for both user types. Furthermore, it was found that the job density of an area around a
station has an impact on arrival and departure rates, in particular higher arrivals in the morning
and higher departures in the evening. It confirms the use of the system for daily commutes to
and from work.

Similar, Rixey (2013) [17] investigates in the effects of demographic and built environment

6
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variables on the bike sharing ridership levels for different cities in the US. Built environmental
variables considered were parks and colleges. Furthermore it was looked at transportation
network variables, namely bus stops, bicycle paths and the number and distance of other bike
sharing stations around. While it was found that colleges and bus stops do have a correlation
with ridership, it is not the case for parks.

Lindsey et al. (2015) [18] investigates in the effects of businesses and jobs on station activity of
a BSS in Minnesota by incorporating multiple built environment variables such as parks, water
bodies and food related businesses as a economic activity variable. Additionally, nearby trails
and other stations are used as transportation variables. It was found that stations nearby parks
and water bodies serve recreational purpose, different to rides in downtown which users take
in order to commute.

While the previously done research regarding built environment variables only looks at trans-
portation variables (subway and bus stations, bicycle paths) and sometimes into variables
related specifically to the local area such as restaurants and parks, this research classifies
every station according to the land use around it and also accounts for details in the direct
neighborhood of a station such as apartment and housing areas, transportation hubs, offices
and commercial districts, tourist sights and recreational facilities such as museums, galleries
and churches, for which it is also tried to differentiate between recreational POIs for locals and
tourists.



3 R E S E A R C H Q U E S T I O N S

• R: How does the Citi Bike system serve common Points of Interest (POI) in New York
City?

R1: What are the topmost POI-to-POI routes which the systems users cover by bike?

R2: Does a correlation between the type of POI and the likelihood that the system
serves this type of POI exist? What could be the causes for the result?

R3: Does a correlation between user type and gender, date and time of day and the
likelihood of the systems usage exist? What could be the causes for the result?

8



4 M E T H O D

4.1 OV E RV I E W

On their website, Citi Bike provides the trip data from July 2013 up until March 2017 for down-
load in the form of csv files [19] for every month. Each trip has the following entries available,
except for customer trips, which do not have age or gender data recorded.

• Trip Duration

• Start Time

• Stop Time

• Start Station ID

• Start Station Name

• Start Station Latitude

• Start Station Longitude

• End Station ID

• End Station Name

• End Station Latitude

• End Station Longitude

• Bike ID

• User Type

• Birth Year

• Gender

From the Citi Bike system data, it was decided to built an analysis tool to support the research,
increasing the insights into the system and possibly allow for optimizations to it. Except for the
bike id, all of the data is relevant for this assignment, and considering the number of all trips
combined is close to 40 million, optimizations to the structure of the data needed to be made,
in order to build a responsive interactive map with the available resources.
The idea is to provide an application where it is possible to select a station and view the out-
bound or inbound trips for a defined date interval and other data relevant to the trips of a station,
such as the distribution of gender, age, type of user and time of the trip.

In order to give a good visualization of the data and allow for investigation into the trip data,
some key requirements for the application were determined, which had impact on the structure
of the data. The basic requirements for the application were as follows:

•• Clicking a station should display the trips from and to this station as a weighted graph
visualizing the popularity of these trips.

• When a station is clicked, the user and trip data specific to the stations trips should be
displayed.

• It should be possible to select a date range for the displayed data, allowing for investiga-
tions of different times of the year.

For the performance of the application, a different set of requirements was determined in order
to work with the available tools:

• Keeping server and database load low: Only query for data which is needed at a point,
and do not deliver unnecessary data.

9
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• "Minify" the data set to save space and speed up delivery and processing, while keeping
as much of the datas internal relationships as possible.

• Allowing for different depths of querying, i.e. only trip counts, then user data in a second
step.

4.2 C L A S S I F Y I N G S TAT I O N S

In total, five different types of points of interest were defined. Every station was then assigned
up to three of them, depending on the area they are located in and the kind of POIs around
them. The types defined are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Classification types used.

Type Number Type Name Description Map Icons

1 Transport Stations nearby transportation hubs such as train stations or piers.
[20]

2 Commercial & Work Stations surrounded by offices, shops or other commercial buildings.
[20]

3 Apartments & Housing Stations nearby apartments and non-commercial areas.
[20]

4 Tourist Sights & Attractions Stations nearby tourist sights and attractions.
[21]

5 Recreation Stations nearby parks and museums.
[20]

or
[20]

6 Service Stations Stations used for service and maintenance.
[20]

The classifications were done by visual inspection of between 1 and 3 blocks around a station,
with the help of Google Maps and Google Earth in some cases, the NYC Zoning and Land Use
Map (ZoLa) [22] and the official NYC tourist guide [23]. ZoLa provides a detailed land use map
of the city and can also be used to display offices and recreational areas, while Google Maps
provides an overall visualization of the type of businesses or buildings around, and the tourist
guide gives an overview over the most common sights. An example is shown in Figures 2 and
3.

Figure 2: ZoLa map for area around Congress
Street & Clinton Street. [22]

Figure 3: Station 346 with types 3 (Apart-
ments & Housing), 5 (Recreation)
and 2 (Commercial & Work). [24]

Because New York City being a very densely populated area and visual inspection using maps
can only only give a general overview of the surroundings of a station and is often subjective to
the inspector, the types assigned to a station should be seen as equally weighted. One could
argue that in some cases weighing them is rather simple even without having local knowledge
of the area, but it was quickly noticed during the process that it is not simple to determine in
more dense areas and would thus introduce inconsistencies across the classifications.
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4.3 C H O O S I N G A DATA B A S E

Looking at the different options of databases, it mainly comes down to relational and non-
relational databases, both having advantages and disadvantages for different applications.
Classic relational databases are normally referred to as SQL databases, while in the recent
years, a trend in NoSQL databases can be noticed. While there is no general agreement of the
definition of NoSQL (standing for "Not only SQL" or "Not relational") [25], there are several key
differences between the two systems. NoSQL databases store data in a non-relational way
and they can be scaled up horizontally, while relational databases are designed to be operated
on one machine [26], meaning a decrease in performance of relational databases when the
amount of data increases [27].

Figure 4: Comparison of relational and document database. [28]

Relational databases in general split up the data to different tables, as seen in Figure 4. For
example, there might be a table for users, and another table for blog-posts of a user. Both of
these tables first need to be defined in their structure (the schema), before data can be put in.
This means introducing limitations to the rows and columns and the kind of data to be stored.
Modifying this structure later on is more complex, since it needs to be made sure the structure
is obeyed across tables.
Combining a user and a blog-post from above example requires a join, where the user-key of
the user table is matched with the same key in the blog-posts table, after which the data is
delivered. Looking at the given trip data set, it could be modeled as a table for the stations,
and another table for trips.

NoSQL databases can be classified into different categories, such as Key-Value Store databases,
Graph databases and Document Store databases. The latter stores all of the data in form of
documents, which are schema less, meaning two documents do not have to obey the same
schema and can be different in their structure. Likewise, updating them simply means adding
or modifying an entry in a document. While schema-less was not a deciding factor, since
the trip data does in general obey a structure, another factor is the high performance of such
a NoSQL document database, as they put great emphasis on throughput of the data requested.

Since the trip data could be modeled in both the relational and non-relational way, other fac-
tors needed to be investigated in. Especially for this application, speed was the most deciding
factor for choosing a database, considering the size of the data and the resources available
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while still being able to deliver quick responses from the database when querying. While write
performance does not matter here - since the data is given and once it is stored, no new data
needs to be written - the read performance is a crucial factor. Comparing different databases, it
became noticeable that NoSQL databases in general deliver better performance than relational
databases. In Yishan Li et. al. [29], a performance comparison between several databases
was done and MongoDB and CouchDB came out to be the two fastest overall in read, write
and delete operations. The differences between them are less important for this application,
but MongoDB provides a more expressive query language while for CouchDB, often map/re-
duce functions need to be written, which are in general viewed as more complex.

Because of the speed advantage and the simpler options for querying the data, MongoDB
was chosen for this application.

4.4 AG G R E G AT I N G & S T RU C T U R I N G T H E DATA

After choosing MongoDB for storing the data, a document structure needed to be developed,
allowing for quick access of the data for those different queries. For the database structure, the
points defined in section 4.1 meant that the key to deliver the data quickly lies in indexing the
stations, since every query is based on a specific station and MongoDB scans an index very
fast in comparison to a collection. Therefore it was determined to use the station ID as an index.

For the weighted graph, it was decided to be more efficient to calculate the necessary values
beforehand and thereby making it possible to deliver an almost instant weighted representa-
tion. These values are simply the number of trips, here called trip counts, and were easily
determined by first aggregating all the trips leaving a station (and in a second step arriving
at a station), and then counting a trip specific entry which is guaranteed to be non empty, for
example the trip duration.
For the user data, it was important to not loose the relation to the specific trip and also not to
each other, meaning that they should be stored with respect to the trip they originated from.
In order to aggregate this data, every file from the Citi Bike data set was imported into its own
collection, resulting in a document for every trip, split over collections for every month of the
given data. Having the data in MongoDB, it is possible to perform aggregations on it using
MongoDBs aggregation framework.

1 {

2 "_id": ObjectID("59429f1e55e1832543c113c8"),

3 "dur": 594, // Trip Duration in seconds

4 "sta": "2017-03-01 15:05:00", // Start Time

5 "sto": "2017-03-01 15:10:00", // Stop Time

6 "sid": 3441, // Start Station ID

7 "eid": 360, // End Station ID

8 "u": 1, // User Type (1 = Subscriber, 2 = Customer)

9 "b": 1981, // User Birth Year

10 "g": 2 // User Gender (1 = Male, 2 = Female)

11 }

Listing 1: Example document for a single trip of trip data after shortening field names

One of the constraints MongoDB put on the aggregation is its document size limit of 16
megabytes. Since the desired structure was to have a single document per station, which
holds all of the trips for all months available from the trip data set, it means that all of the trips
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combined of a station were not allowed to exceed this limit. This was a problem at first for
some stations being very popular and having many trips, resulting in the need of shrinking the
data set while not loosing any information.
A first optimization was to replace all mentions of Subscriber and Customer in the original files,
which strings are encoded in UTF-8 with numbers, where 1 would correspond to Subscriber
and 2 to Customer, thus saving 9 and 7 bytes per entry respectively.

Another major impact on the size of a document is the length of the field names. As seen
in listing 1 the field names were shortened as much as possible while keeping them distin-
guishable. Less expressive field names with the benefit of shrinking the document size were
more appropriate, especially since there are not too many field names to keep track of. Due to
the way MongoDB stores field names, namely that even identical field names across arrays or
documents are stored as an own entity, shortening them results in a linear decrease in docu-
ment size. Simply by replacing BirthYear by b, Gender by g and doing the same for the other
field names shrinked the document sizes to a level where all of the trips for a station could fit
in a single document for that station, except for the start and stop times.

While attempting to store all trip related information from one station in a single document,
it was noticed that the length of the strings of both the start and stop times was a major con-
tributor to the data quickly exceeding the allowed document size. After trying many different
formats, it was decided to convert them to BSON date objects and to have four collections in
total, two for each the trip and time data, thus splitting up time data from the user data:

1. TripsOut: Holds all the trip counts and user data for outbound trips.

2. TripsIn: Holds all the trip counts and user data for inbound trips.

3. TimesOut: Holds all the date objects for outbound trips.

4. TimesIn: Holds all the date objects for inbound trips.

Aggregating Outbound and Inbound Trips
In Listing 2, the aggregation query which was used to aggregate all the outbound trips for a
specific month from a station along with its user data is shown. It consists of a group stage at
first, where the _id field determines which fields define a document and what gets aggregated
together, in this case the definition lies in the relation between the start station (sid) and end
station (eid). Everything after this definition is always in relation to these two stations. The
count array is used to aggregate the number of trips, and details array holds all of the user
data for the trips.

The second group stage determines more specifically how the document will look in the output.
For the _id field, it the start station id is taken from the definition of the first group stage. Then,
an array is created and the aggregated data - again, all specific to that start-end-station relation
from the _id field - is inserted into that array. At last, an out stage defines the collection of the
database where the result of the query should be saved to.
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1 db.tripcollection201703.aggregate([

2 {

3 "$group": { // First Group Stage

4 "_id": { // Defining the document id by

5 "sid": "$sid", // Start Station ID and

6 "eid": "$eid" // End Station ID

7 },

8 "count": { // Array for the Durations

9 "$push": {

10 "dur": "$dur"

11 }

12 },

13 "details": { // Array for User Data

14 "$push": {

15 "u": "$u", // User Type

16 "b": "$b", // Birth Year

17 "g": "$g" // Gender

18 }

19 }

20 }

21 },

22 {

23 "$group": { // Second Group Stage

24 "_id": "$_id.sid", // Assigning Start ID to be the Document ID for indexing

25 "t1703": { // Array for all Trips of March 2017

26 "$push": {

27 "eid": "$_id.eid", // End Station ID

28 "cnt": { "$size": "$count" }, // Trip count

29 "tps": "$details" // User Data array

30 }

31 }

32 }

33 }

34 ],{

35 "$out": "t1703" // Out Stage defining the output collection

36 }

37 )

Listing 2: MongoDB aggregation framework query for aggregating trips from a station.

For the aggregation of the inbound trips to a station, the same query can be used while simply
changing "$_id.sid" in the second group stage to "$_id.eid", and "eid": "$_id.eid" with "sid":
"$_id.sid" for consistency reasons.
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The result of described query can be seen in Listing 3.

1 {

2 "_id": 3441, // Start Station ID

3 "t1703": [ // Array for all Trips of March 2017

4 { // from Station ID 3441

5 "eid": 360, // End Station ID

6 "cnt": 2, // Count of Trips

7 "tps": [ // Array for Trips to Station ID 360

8 {

9 "u": 1, // Type of User

10 "b": 1981, // User Birth Year

11 "g": 2 // User Gender

12 },

13 {

14 "u": 1,

15 "b": 1981,

16 "g": 2

17 }

18 ]

19 }

20 }

Listing 3: Example entry of the aggregated data structure used in the database.

Aggregating Duration and Start/Stop Times
While looking into alternative ways of storing the trip dates and times, MongoDBs BSON Date
Object, being a 64 bit integer representation of a date in milliseconds since the UNIX epoch
[30], turned out as a good way of not only storing dates in a smaller format to save space and
speed up processing, but also allowing for more functionality of the application in combination
with the library moment.js, which can return the day for a given date and thus enabling filtering
the time data by day of the week. Converting all of the dates turned out to be a resource and
time intensive task taking several hours to convert the close to 80 million date strings in the
database to BSON date objects.

For the creation of the date objects, a simple query was used to generate date objects from
the given strings. Unfortunately, the Citi Bike data set stores these dates in a very unconven-
tional way from a programming perspective, and has furthermore differences in such across
the monthly files, requiring several modifications to meet the input requirements of a javascript
date object, after which the collections TimesIn and TimesOut were created on a similar way
like the two trip collections. The query for this can be found in Listing 4.
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1 db.tripcollection201703.aggregate([

2 {

3 "$group": { // Grouping by

4 "_id": { "sid": "$sid", // Start Station ID and

5 "eid": "$eid" // End Station ID

6 },

7 "details": {

8 "$push": {

9 "d": "$dur", // Trip Duration

10 "b": "$sta", // Start Time

11 "e": "$sto" // Stop Time

12 }

13 }

14 }

15 },

16 {

17 "$group": {

18 "_id": "$_id.sid",

19 "t1703": {

20 "$push": {

21 "eid": "$_id.eid",

22 "tps": "$details"

23 }

24 }

25 }

26 }, {"$out": "d1703"}

27 ]

Listing 4: Query for aggregating times and duration.



5 R E S U LT S

In order to determine the top routes within the system, it first was decided to define three
plateaus which can be found in Table 2. They were defined based on the number of stations
available in the system, plotted in Figure 5, because keeping the number of stations constant
and thus eliminating fluctuations in start and destination possibilities will lead to a more mean-
ingful result when determining the top most trips. For this, a graph was generated visualizing
the number of stations in the city over the time Citi Bike operates in the city.

Figure 5: Number of stations over the years.

Table 2: Defined plateaus.

Plateau Number Number of Stations Time Span Total Rides Rides in the Top 50
1 ≈ 332 07/04/2013 - 07/29/2015 17.584.004 295.006
2 ≈ 510 11/16/2015 - 05/25/2016 6.007.078 91.062
3 ≈ 690 09/30/2016 - 02/27/2017 13.500.380 85.538

For each of these plateaus, the 50 top routes were aggregated. The result can be found in
Tables 4, 5 and 6 in the appendices.
Weighted maps were created from the aggregations, which can be seen in Figure 7.

An example of a map with weighted edges can be found in Figure 6. The icons represent
a station, corresponding to the POI types defined in Table 1. The stroke weight of the path
between two stations is a result of linearly mapping the trip count from that route into a range
between 2 and 15 pixel based on the minimum and maximum trip count of the trip set which
is currently viewed (e.g. plateau 3), which turned out to be appropriate to still see the smallest
weights while not overlapping too much space by the greatest weights. The number next to the
station represents the station ID, corresponding to the ’Start Station ID’ and ’End Station ID’

17
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in Tables 4, 5 and 6. For crowded areas with many routes where detailed investigations were
done, additionally trip numbers were defined, like 3.1 in this example, where 3 corresponds to
the plateau and the second number simply helps with numbering them throughout the map. All
map images were created with the Google Maps API and as such belong to Google Maps.

Figure 6: Example of a map with weighted edges, station numbers and trip number [31].

Figure 7: Weighted graph of top 50 routes of plateau 1, 2 and 3 from left to right respectively. [32]
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5.1 C E N T R A L PA R K

Figure 8: Popular rides around
Central park in plateau
1. [33]

Figure 9: Popular rides around
Central park in plateau
2. [34]

Figure 10: Popular rides around
Central park in
plateau 3. [34]

R1
In all three plateaus, the path with the greatest trip count and thus the most popular ride by
count is from station 2006 to itself, which can be seen right at the bottom end of Central Park in
Figure 8. It represents the most popular station-to-station ride whole Citi Bike system. Further
trips in plateau 1 from the top 50 in the area are from the bottom right end of Central Park to
Columbus Circle, and again to stations itself.

In plateau 2 and 3, Citi Bike expanded more into the north, having a significant impact on
the top rides which now reach to the Metropolitan Museum of Art and Pilgrim Hill on the east
side of the park. On the west side, both stations 3165 and 3168 are nearby subway stations.
Plateau 3 features even more destinations alongside the park, all of them serving nearby sights.
Furthermore, rides in the upper west side and upper east side are now also among the top 50,
which are discussed in section 5.1.1. The ride between station 2006 and 3374 with 3.3 mile
distance is furthermore the longest in the top 50 for all plateaus.
R2
The mentioned routes are listed on the Citi Bike website under the popular rides section, in-
dicating the popularity especially among tourists which want to discover Central Park by bike
[35]. In plateau 1, the stations from Figure 8 were the most north stations in the whole system;
additional stations were only added later in plateau 2 and 3, explaining the difference in the top
rides in Figures 9 and 10 with additional stations in the north of central park. While in plateau
1 most riders seem to have taken a trip through the park and back to station 2006 and stations
near Columbus Circle, in plateau 2 and 3 more riders seem to use the system to get to the
museums, galleries and recreational spots on the east and west side of the park, such as the
Pilgrim Hill, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Guggenheim and the Jewish Museum. Before
the station expansion during the end of 2015, it was not possible to visit the museums using
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Citi Bike due to the lack of stations and the 45 minutes limit. Users were bound to have a trip
around Central Park and then return to a station they originated from, while now trips in the
uptown direction are among the most popular.
For Central Park, an area with little to no motorized traffic, it can be concluded that it is very
likely that people make use of the Citi Bike system to reach nearby sights.
R3
Station 2006 is seen as a representative for all trips reaching stations on the borders of Central
Park, as it acts as main hub for them. The route from station 2006 to itself has the signifi-
cantly high customer to subscriber ratio, with 80% of trips on this route coming from customers
and 20% from subscribers in plateau 1, 83% and 17% for plateau 2 and 81% and 19% for
plateau 3. Over the whole time span and including all destinations, 66% of all the outbound
trips from this station are from customers, and 34% from subscribers. Looking at inbound trips
of station 2006, it is nearly the same with 65% customers and 35% subscribers. These results
strengthen Central Parks stations and rides as very popular among tourists.
Regarding the gender distribution on this route, 65% of the users gender is not available, cor-
responding to the customer share, as these do not get collected for this type of user. For the
available 35% of subscribers for which the gender is available, 26% is male and 9% is female,
which is however unlikely to be representative for the whole group, as it is expected that the
female share would be higher if the genders of customers would be known, as suggested by
additional results discussed in this thesis.
From the time data specific to this trip plotted in Figure 11, it can be noted how there is an
almost equal amount of popularity to start a trip from station 2006 between 11 am and 4 pm,
and an even higher popularity in the evening rush hour around 5 - 6 pm, representing a station
which is also busy during the middle of the day. It is likely that the evening rush hour is a result
of subscribers taking a bike home, unlike tourists which are hardly bound to times and thus
make use of the system almost over the whole day.

Figure 11: Distribution of trip start times for all outbound trips of station 2006.

Since most hotels in Manhattan are in midtown and thus below station 2006, it is reasonable to
assume that most tourists start their tour at the south end of Central Park where station 2006
is, an area which is very busy and thus can be seen as a sight itself. From this and looking at
the destinations of the routes and previous results, it can be further hypothesized that it is even
more likely for tourists to use the system when two stations are connecting two sights, which is
the case in all three plateaus.
From this, it can be seen how tourist are very likely to discover Central Park by bike and the
additional station availability over the years lead to an increase in tourists also using Citi Bike
to reach sights around the park. It seems very likely that this usage pattern will further increase
in the coming years as Citi Bike expands more.
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5.1.1 Upper East Side, Yorkville & Upper West Side

R1
In plateau 3 on Figure 10, other popular trips around the area include a ride on East 85th
street from an apartment dominated area to a nearby subway station (3150 to 3147). A little
below that two more similar rides were found, one of which starts in a business area (3142)
and ends at St. Catherine’s Park (3141), the other starting at the Park and ending at the station
near Lexington Av/63 St subway station (3155). On the upper west side next to Central Park,
a similar short ride between station 3167 and 3171 is among the top 50, showing a similar
pattern to the previous ones.
R2
All of these rides follow a similar pattern in their types of POI: They all are connecting a housing
area and a transportation hub, and a park in one case. Since both the upper west and upper
east side feature much fewer sights by comparison, locals are the dominating users on them
and they use Citi Bike for their last mile rides between apartments and subway stations, most
likely to get to work.
R3
All of the rides feature a subscriber share greater than 99%, a male user share between 68.5%
and 75% and a female user share between 23.4% and 29.2%. In addition they all show a typical
morning and afternoon rush hour, except for the ride between stations 3142 and 3141 which
has a small uptick around midday during weekdays. From this data, it can be deducted that
the users on these rides represent the subscribers to the system who are local to the stations,
suggesting a high likelihood of the systems usage for last mile rides between an apartment
and a transportation hub among locals.

5.2 M I D TOW N M A N H AT TA N

5.2.1 Grand Central Station

Figure 12: Popular rides in midtown in plateau 1, 2 and 3 from left to right respectively. [36]

R1
Looking at midtown Manhattan and especially the area around Grand Central Station, simi-
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larities between the plateaus can be noticed as well. In plateau 1, the popular rides start at
Grand Central Station (519) and end near the Port Authority Bus Terminal on 42nd street (477),
which is close to Times Square, and at Pennsylvania Station (492). There is thus two common
destinations with a start at Grand Central Station. This is continued in plateau 2 and 3, here
additionally with also the direction back from station 477 to 519 being in the top 50, and further
station 498 near the Empire State Building and station 472 in a general business area being
destinations.
R2
A clear pattern can be noticed regarding the type of POIs in this area. All trips originate
at Grand Central Station and have either another transportation hub or areas of business as
destinations, indicating that these rides serve for the purpose of switching the transport method
for workers who arrive by train in the city or directly lead to a work place. However, Grand
Central Station and the Empire State building are just two among the high density of very
common sights in the area. It is thus further investigated if there is a significant number of
tourists using these rides.
R3
By looking at Figure 13, the times when trips are started from station 519, showing a typical
morning and afternoon rush hour in all three plateaus, and the user type distribution being all
between 95% and 98% of subscriber share on these routes strengthen the rides classification
as dominated by workers which need to switch transport or need to reach a business related
POI in the area. As the popularity of the rides and the number of destinations from station 519
increased over the years, it is reasonable to assume that Citi Bike does increase in popularity
among this group of people as a method of last mile transportation.
Since there is no significant customer share on any of those trips, even though many sights
are around the area, it can be assumed that the extremely busy traffic in midtown has negative
impacts on the ridership of tourists, and that this group does not use the system to reach
destinations like it was noted in section 5.1. Similar the share of female users is very low, in
between 1% and 4% on most rides, in comparison to the male share with 86 - 96%, except
for one ride. In both plateau 2 and 3, the ride between station 519 and 498 features a 12%
female ridership, thus significantly higher than the surrounding trips. While this trip was not
in the top 50 in plateau 1, it had a female share of 4.6% during the time span of plateau 1,
comparable to the surrounding trips in Figure 12, and has since risen to 12%. It is however
difficult to determine an underlying cause for this, since it could be due to local changes like
improvements of cycle paths, or changes in the business areas nearby.

Figure 13: Start time and user type distribution of the station "Pershing Square N" for all outbound trips
of the whole time span.
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5.2.2 Chelsea

Figure 14: Popular rides in Chelsea in plateau 1, 2 and 3 from left to right respectively. [37]

R1
Going further towards downtown Manhattan, rides between business areas and apartments
become more noticeable. All three plateaus have a ride between station 435 at W 21 St &
6 Ave and station 509 at 9 Ave & W 22 St among the most popular ones (1.3, 2.2, 3.1). In
addition, in every plateau a ride on the west side crossing through Chelsea can be seen (1.8,
2.7, 3.4).
R2 & R3
Stations in Chelsea feature a mixture of POI types, ranging from transportation hubs (station
521 in plateau 1) to offices and business areas further downtown and some housing areas as
well. The Chelsea neighborhood overall is filled with many galleries, restaurants and is known
for its cultural aspects [38].

Station 435, which is present in all three plateaus and is surrounded by almost exclusively
businesses and offices, faces greater popularity in the afternoon in comparison to the morning,
indicating usage of the station mainly for leaving the business districts around 6th avenue after
the end of a work day, which is visualized in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Distribution of start times of all trips from station 435.

Furthermore, the subscriber share of these rides (1.1 - 1.4, 2.1 - 2.4 and 3.1) in all plateaus is
well above 95%, showing that they are almost exclusively used by locals. A significant differ-
ence can be noticed in the gender of users on these rides, being between 21.2% and 27.8%
female, depending on the plateau, while the earlier discussed popular stations around Grand
Central Terminal are almost exclusively used by men.
From this, it can be hypothesized that women are more likely to use the system for rides be-
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tween businesses and housing areas in comparison to rides serving for the purpose of switch-
ing methods of transport. Another reason could be that the area is considered to be safer for
cyclists among female users, which is however unlikely due to the density and location of it.

Rides 1.8, 2.7 and 3.4 are the same rides and are as such popular in all plateaus. Addi-
tionally, ride 1.8 and 3.4 are among the top 50 with both directions. This ride between station
514 and 426 follows the West Side Highway, being next to the Hudson River. Along the high-
way, multiple sights and attractions for tourists can be found, such as sightseeing cruises at
station 514, parks and sports fields. This ride connects midtown to Battery Park City in lower
Manhattan, which is discussed in more detail in section 5.3.2. Both end and start of this ride
are sight dominated areas and with the dedicated bicycle path next to the highway, it offers a
connecting ride between these two areas with a waterfront, parks and sights next to it.
With the customer share being 45%, 59% and 52%, it is clearly shown that it is a popular
ride among tourists. From the subscriber share, between 18% and 26% is female, which is a
greater share than most rides in Manhattan. Since this ride follows a bicycle path separated
from the busy highway next to it, it can be concluded that this path does have positive impact
on tourist and female ridership, making the ride more safe. It is also the second longest ride
among the top 50 by distance with roughly 3 miles.

Ride 1.5, being a ride from a business area to Pennsylvania Station, and ride 1.6, being a
ride of similar length and type in the opposite direction, can offer more insights by comparing
them, as seen in Table 3.

Table 3: Comparison of ride 1.5 and 1.6 from Figure 14.

Rides 1.5 1.6
Description Business District to Train Station Train Station to Business District
Total Trips 8230 4826
Female Users 15% 9.22%
Male Users 71.4% 83.7%
Subscriber Share 86.9% 81.8%
Customer Share 13.1% 18.2%

The higher share of female users on rides 1.5 could indicate that female users are a little more
likely to use a Citi Bike to get from work to a transport hub in comparison to taking a bike in
the morning when arriving in the city to get to work, strengthening the hypothesis made earlier.
The cause could be for example the exhaustion some of those trips could have as a result,
which is likely not preferred when arriving at work, but less of a problem when leaving work.
Investigating further into these two rides by looking at the whole data set, it can be noticed
that the male share being 71.4% and 83.7% does change, however this can be explained with
the customer share where the gender is unknown, namely 18% for ride 1.6 in comparison to
13% for 1.5. While this shows that more users in this area general prefer to use the bike in the
direction towards Pennsylvania Station, it can be deducted with the help from start time data
from Figure 16 that at least some share of the female users prefer to only use the bike in the
afternoon, due to the mentioned reasons, and not during the morning rush hour, which is much
stronger in comparison to the afternoon.
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Figure 16: Distribution of start times of all trips from station 521 at Pennsylvania train station.

It plateau 2 and 3, more very similar rides can be seen, for example rides 2.6 and 3.2, being
the same. Comparing the shares of the users genders, an increase from 25.2% female users
in plateau 2 to 40.9% in plateau 3 can be noticed. Moreover, the share of male users dropped
from 72.4% to 57.1% in the same time span.
Another study by Kaufman, S. suggests that there is a strong relationship between the safety
of riding a bike next to the car traffic and women taking a bike, meaning that women are more
likely to choose a Citi Bike in areas with fewer traffic lanes [15]. Road works and construction
will thus have an impact on the female user share, however this leaves the decline in the male
user share unexplained. It is therefore more likely to be either a temporary shift in the users
behavior due to changes in the local area, like events, openings of related businesses and
offices. The fact that there were no rides in April, might also have something to do with this
change.

5.3 L OW E R M A N H AT TA N

5.3.1 Greenwich Village & East Village

Figure 17: Popular rides in Greenwich & East Village in plateau 1, 2 and 3 from left to right respectively.
[39]

R1
Going further downtown, a different pattern in the popular rides can be seen in Greenwich
Village & East Village(Figure 17), for example rides connecting two or more recreational points
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of interest. In plateau 1, the rides are connecting several parks and station 151 in SoHo, a
district housing many restaurants, art galleries and shops. Similar trends are found in plateau
2 and 3, especially rides 1.2, 1.3, 2.2, 2.3 and 3.2. Important to notice is that for rides 1.2, 1.3,
3.2 and also 3.3, both directions are in the popular rides of these plateaus.
R2
Significant in all three plateaus is the number of recreational POIs, which in addition, are con-
nected to stations of the same POI or nearby housing and business areas. As seen in section
5.1, rides between two or more recreational POIs seem to be common in areas where there is
a great density of such. The fact that in plateau 3, rides 3.3 and 3.2 are popular in both direc-
tions does suggest a relation between areas of work and business and recreational areas.
As for nearby subway stations, the closest one is Astor Place Station, being right next to sta-
tion 293 and slightly above station 3263. From this, it can be hypothesized that locals arrive by
subway and use Citi Bike for the last mile to go to Tompkins Square Park and the area around
it, and the same ride is also used for the way back. To further investigate if these rides serve
the purpose of reaching a recreational POI, the start times of all inbound trips to station 445
were examined and are plotted in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Distribution of start times of all trips having station 445 as destination.

The plot shows a nice example of increasing popularity towards the end of the day, suggest-
ing that station 445 becomes more popular as more people reach the end of their work day,
indicating that station 445 is indeed popular as an ’after work’ destination.
R3
The user gender share for these rides are very similar across plateaus, being roughly between
20% and 25% female, and between 70% and 75% male. The user type share shows that these
rides are mostly used by locals, with the subscriber share being above 90% for all of them. The
fact that the rides have a very similar popularity in both directions supports the hypothesis that
locals use these to go from station 293 to Tompkins Square Park and back. It seems thus very
likely that recreational POIs are a popular last mile destination for locals using the Citi Bike
system.
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5.3.2 Financial District, Tribeca & Two Bridges

Figure 19: Popular rides around the Financial District, Tribeca & Two Bridges in plateau 1, 2 and 3 from
left to right respectively. [40]

R1
Popular rides around the south end of Manhattan include rides around Battery Park City (rides
1.4 - 1.6, 2.2 - 2.4 and 3.2 - 3.3) and a ride from station 387 to itself in all plateaus. They are
visualized in Figure 19. Furthermore, plateau 2 and 3 both have a ride between stations 502
and 307 among their popular ones, both being around the neighborhood Two Bridges. Station
387 is also start and destination for rides to and from Brooklyn in plateau 1 (rides 1.1 and 1.2).
R2 & R3
Investigating the area of station 387, popular tourist sights can be found, like the World Trade
Center Memorial and the One World Trade Center, Wall Street, Trinity Church, Brooklyn Bridge
and Battery Park City, which is also frequented often by ride 1.3 in plateau 1. In addition being
right at City Hall Park, which is a common spot for workers in the area of the financial district
to spend their breaks [41], the area around it is also among the most densely populated in the
city during the day [42]. Rides 1.1 and 1.2 being across the Brooklyn Bridge clearly underline
that the system is a likely choice for trips across the Brooklyn Bridge, which does offer great
views of the city and certainly has a recreational aspect. Battery Park City features a mixture
of POIs: Many office buildings, tourist sights and shops are dominating the area.

Exploring user type shares and trip durations in Figure 20, it can be seen that station 387
is both used by tourists and regular subscribers equally. Tourists will most likely use the station
to get to Brooklyn via the Brooklyn Bridge and to the mentioned sights nearby. Citi Bike sub-
scribers working in the area are likely to use the system to grab lunch at a nearby shop and
return to City Hall Park for their break, which can be seen from the relatively great percentage
of trips started around midday in Figure 20. In addition, the ride durations show next to the
typical peak around 4 minutes (which are most likely the subscribers trips), also a great share
of trips in the 10 - 25 minute range.

Figure 20: Ride durations, user shares and ride start times for all outbound trips of station 387.
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Comparing rides 2.1 and 3.1 for their respective user gender shares, it can be noted that while
there is a 62.3% male and 36.1% female share for the first plateau, with 98.4% subscribers
on this ride, there is a shift in plateau 3 to 54.9% male and 44.7% female users, while the
subscriber share remains high at 99.6%, again underlining a general trend of an increasing
popularity of the system among women.

As for popular tourist rides, in addition to in section 5.1 discussed station 2006, rides 1.1 and
1.2 also feature a very high customer share, both being around 90%. These rides, connecting
City Hall Park with Cadman Plaza Park via the Brooklyn Bridge are popular among tourists,
since the Bridge is itself a very popular sight and taking a bike instead of walking reduces
the time of this three mile round trip from roughly an hour of walking to 20 minutes of cycling
(assuming no stop is taken).

Figure 21: Distribution of ride durations for station 232.

In contrary to most rides in the city featuring a great share of subscribers in comparison to
customers, trip durations are on average much longer for customers. Figure 21 emphasizes
this, showing ride durations for a customer dominated station which are still very significant in
the 15 - 25 minute range, while most subscriber dominated stations have a peak around 4 - 7
minutes and fall of quickly after that.

As for rides in Battery Park City, steady popularity can be seen across the plateaus. While
in plateau 1 and 2, the customer share on rides 1.4 - 1.6 and 2.3 - 2.4 was smaller than 10%,
rides 3.2 and 3.3 have a respective 24.8% and 38.7% customer share, indicating that rides
around Battery Park City become more popular among tourists. Since rides 1.4 - 1.6 and 2.3 -
2.4 almost exclusively have subscribers using them - in both directions - they could serve the
same purpose as station 387, namely to get lunch and spent the break in the park, and then
return to the office. But in addition, station 327 has a strong rush hour in the morning and
evening, suggesting a typical last mile type of station for people around the area using the Citi
Bike system to get to work. However since the closest subway station is near station 387, it is
most likely that those people are either living in Battery Park City or arrive by boat at the WFC
ferry terminal near station 327. Rides 2.2 and 3.2 are more customer dominated, with 20%
and 25% customer share respectively. Both are the same ride, starting at the World Financial
Center featuring many shops and ending at Battery Park at the south end of Manhattan.
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5.4 B R O O K LY N & Q U E E N S

Figure 22: Popular rides in Brooklyn & Queens in plateau 1, 2 and 3. [43][44]

R1
While plateau 1 had only around 80 stations in Brooklyn, during the second and third expansion
Citi Bike installed many more in both Brooklyn and Queens, which can be seen in the respective
top rides for each plateau as well (Figure 22), as popular rides tend to be further south and
east as Citi Bike expands in those directions. The first plateaus only top trip is from station 398
to itself. Plateau 2 and 3 have due to the expansions more top trips, both in Long Island City
and throughout Brooklyn.
R2 & R3
For plateau 1, station 398 serves as the base for rides through Brooklyn Bridge Park and and
the Brooklyn Heights Promenade, offering great views of Manhattans skyline, thus being an
interesting ride for tourists, also being featured on Citi Bikes website under the popular rides
section [45].
For plateau 2, ride 2.1 includes both directions between station 3119 at Long Island City train
station to station 3124, being surrounded by mostly industrial and manufacturing facilities is
another example of a last mile ride from a transportation hub to work and back. Having 27.3%
female and 71.2% male user gender share with a 98.9% subscriber share, ride 2.1 underlines
the previous hypothesis of a subscriber dominated last mile ride. It serves the purpose of
getting to work and back as an alternative to a cab or walking, as there is no subway station
covering this small route and younger people prefer to use Citi Bike to a bus, with the advan-
tage of not being bound to the buses times and often reaching the destination quicker with the
bike.
Looking closer at ride 2.2 and 2.3, it turns out that they feature almost the same user properties
as ride 2.1, and in addition also go in both directions and have one of the stations nearby a
transportation hub, namely Graham Avenue station nearby station 3086 and Bedford Avenue
station at station 3093.
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Rides between station 460 and 3093, and 2002 and 3093 are of the same type as 2.2 and 2.3,
where station 3093 is at Bedford Avenue subway station and 2002 and 460 are surrounded
by houses and apartments. This pattern continues with ride 3.3, notably having almost a 40%
female user share, this time with only one direction being in the top 50 with 1,442 trips taken,
while the opposite direction is less popular with 325 trips in the same time span. Station 258
has a strong rush hour in the morning, while station 324 is stronger in the evening but less
significant overall, further underlining this asymmetric relationship between these two stations.
Looking at a topographic map of the area, it can be seen that station 258 elevation is roughly
82ft, while station 3093 has an elevation of only 26ft, explaining the preferred downhill direction
of the route.

It can be concluded that all discussed popular rides in Brooklyn and Queens in plateau 2 and 3
are of the described last mile type and follow the same pattern. They represent a local usage
pattern of the Citi Bike System, being more typical for people living in the area and working
outside (e.g. in Manhattan). The cause is most likely the absence of tourist dominated stations
and rides, since there are much fewer sights around the area in comparison to Manhattan.
However this is supported by rides in the Upper East Side in Manhattan (see section 5.1.1),
and these type of rides seem to be the most common in areas where there is fewer businesses
and sights. Thus the Citi Bike system seems to be a popular choice for shorter trips in order to
reach the nearest train or subway station, or go the other way around.
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The Citi Bike system data was mined and the most popular rides of the Citi Bike system in
New York City on three defined plateaus were aggregated using MongoDB and its aggregation
framework. From it, an application (www.nycmap.bike) was built to help visualizing these rides
as a weighted graph and in addition, offering insights into user and trip data for clickable sta-
tions and time ranges. The popular rides within the plateaus were discussed and from them
derived how the system is serving different types of points of interest and whether a correlation
between these POIs, user data, trip time and the popularity of the system exists.

It was found that a significant number of the rides serve for the purpose of reaching a busi-
ness related destination starting at a transportation hub, so called last mile rides. Especially
in Brooklyn & Queens, this type of ride is very popular. If available, workers use the system
during their work day to get to a nearby park and spent the break there. While most rides are
dominated by male ridership, over the years an overall increase in female ridership within the
system was noticed, indicating that Citi Bikes efforts to increase it do have positive impact, or
that additionally the safety for bicyclers increased over time. Popular rides among tourists are
in and around Central Park, often having nearby sights such as museums as destination. A
ride over the Brooklyn Bridge and a ride from midtown Manhattan along the west side highway
to Battery Park City was also found to be very popular. It was found that all tourist dominated
rides have lower car traffic next to the assumed routes in common, or there are designated
bicycle paths available, which is also the case for rides with an increased in female ridership.

From the results it can be said that expansion of the BSS in neighborhoods with low expected
tourism should put emphasis on connecting housing areas with transportation hubs. Tourists
are more likely to use the system for recreational purposes, and the system should thus pro-
vide stations enabling such rides in areas of little to no motorized traffic. Increasing the local
share of female ridership needs to be done through increasing the safety of riding a bicycle
on the routes that locals usually cover, often with busy traffic. This could be done by further
separation of the bicycle path and the motorized traffic, e.g. by moving parking spots between
them, where it is then clearly harder for a car to interfere with cyclists.
The results can further be helpful for business owners nearby Citi Bike stations. They could
easily investigate, from where cyclists arrive at a station, the user data and rush hours of a
station, and could then adjust their street advertising according to it.
For Citi Bike users themselves, extrapolating the results can give an estimation of how busy a
station is during a certain time, and it could help with planning a ride.
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Overall, a significant number of the results are expected and their cause can be identified rather
easily by looking at built environment variables. However, some of the changes in user gender
are harder to investigate in, either due to missing knowledge of the local area but also due to
a too small sample size. This also represents a limitation to this method, since New York City
is one of the most densely populated areas in the US, it is expected that changes in rides with
only a few hundred trips taken over several weeks can be hard to explain, which was definitely
the case for rides here.

Significant to see but often expected is the difference in usage patterns for subscribers and
customers, ultimately representing tourists. Their rides can easily be identified but there are
only very limited stations and routes which reach a tourist share as high as 40%, most are
between 1% and 5%. It is very likely that tourists do not see riding a bike as a safe method
of transportation, especially in Manhattan, which was also the case in personal experiences.
New York City is known for its extremely busy traffic and being used to average car traffic from
different countries, tourists are most likely unwilling to ride a bike next to the traffic. It should
be noted however that so far, there has been a single deadly Citi Bike related accident [46],
while the data set contains more than 39 Million rides. Rides dominated by tourists clearly
serve the purpose of discovering the city on routes with as little car traffic as possible and
have a recreational use. It suggests that tourists do use other means of transport to get to
destinations in Manhattan, and use the BSS only as a free time activity. It should be pos-
sible to have an increased number of tourists also taking rides next to more motorized traffic,
which could be done by increasing safety for cyclists, which will also increase the female share.

Other limitations were found in the classification of the stations. While 5 different types were
defined and every station was assigned up to 3 of them, it was found that while trying to visual-
ize this POI to POI relation from a station to all of its destinations by dividing up the trip-count
from a station by the number of POI types of the destination stations, the distribution hardly
changes. This means that the categories defined are most likely too general and thus stations
were assigned too similar types too often, or the types should be weighted differently. A good
example are stations nearby subway stations, which in Manhattan often do not seem to have a
huge effect on ridership, while they are a driving force behind the ridership of stations in Brook-
lyn and Queens. For further research into the POI-to-POI relationships, stations would need to
be classified further, either with more types or weights, a task hard to accomplish without de-
tailed knowledge of the area. If stations could be classified more detailed, it should be possible
to define a more detailed relation between types of POI, which could as such be helpful during
system expansion planning.

In Gordon-Koven et al. (2014) [13], stations such as Pershing Square at Grand Central Station
were seen as one station, while they are actually two stations in the data set (IDs 517 and
519). This was not accounted for in this research, as it discusses the top rides between two
in the data set defined stations, and the aggregation did not take this example into account.
Therefore, both stations are seen as own entities and thus only one of them shows up in the
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top aggregated trips; however this should be negligible since one station can be seen as as a
good representation of a neighboring station.

While it was found that the user gender share on the top rides in Manhattan is predominantly
male and for rides in Brooklyn it can reach close to a 40% female share, again suggesting
that many routes in Manhattan are seen as less safe, an overall increase in female users over
the years was found, which could be the effect of increasingly safer cycle paths but also Citi
Bike actively trying to promote the system among females with their #WomenWhoBike events,
where free day passes to the system are given out to women [47]. This agrees with related
work such as Kaufman, S. (2014) [15] and also shows results of Citi Bike efforts to increase
popularity of the system among women.
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Table 4: Top Routes for Plateau 1.

Start Station Name Start Station ID End Station Name End Station ID Trip Count
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 29771
Grand Army Plaza & Central Park S 281 Grand Army Plaza & Central Park S 281 12437
Broadway & W 60 St 499 Broadway & W 60 St 499 12334
E 43 St & Vanderbilt Ave 318 W 41 St & 8 Ave 477 7555
Centre St & Chambers St 387 Centre St & Chambers St 387 7455
Grand Army Plaza & Central Park S 281 Broadway & W 60 St 499 7118
West St & Chambers St 426 West St & Chambers St 426 6836
E 7 St & Avenue A 432 Lafayette St & E 8 St 293 6540
Broadway & W 58 St 457 Broadway & W 58 St 457 6408
West Thames St 363 Vesey Pl & River Terrace 327 6291
W 21 St & 6 Ave 435 9 Ave & W 22 St 509 6283
12 Ave & W 40 St 514 West St & Chambers St 426 6210
E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 W 33 St & 7 Ave 492 6084
Washington Square E 294 University Pl & E 14 St 382 6059
W 17 St & 8 Ave 116 8 Ave & W 31 St 521 5976
W 21 St & 6 Ave 435 W 22 St & 10 Ave 462 5975
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 Broadway & W 60 St 499 5533
12 Ave & W 40 St 514 12 Ave & W 40 St 514 5497
Broadway & W 60 St 499 Grand Army Plaza & Central Park S 281 5470
Grand Army Plaza & Central Park S 281 Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 5395
Vesey Pl & River Terrace 327 West Thames St 363 5290
E 10 St & Avenue A 445 Lafayette St & E 8 St 293 5284
Greenwich St & N Moore St 329 Greenwich St & Warren St 147 5255
E 43 St & Vanderbilt Ave 318 W 33 St & 7 Ave 492 5124
Vesey Pl & River Terrace 327 Greenwich St & N Moore St 329 5089
E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 W 41 St & 8 Ave 477 5086
Lafayette St & E 8 St 293 E 10 St & Avenue A 445 5003
West St & Chambers St 426 12 Ave & W 40 St 514 4836
Cleveland Pl & Spring St 151 Lafayette St & E 8 St 293 4678
E 32 St & Park Ave 472 2 Ave & E 31 St 528 4668
Lafayette St & E 8 St 293 E 7 St & Avenue A 432 4575
Greenwich St & Warren St 147 Centre St & Chambers St 387 4563
8 Ave & W 31 St 521 11 Ave & W 27 St 458 4545
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 Grand Army Plaza & Central Park S 281 4539
W 22 St & 10 Ave 462 W 22 St & 8 Ave 453 4529
Greenwich St & N Moore St 329 Vesey Pl & River Terrace 327 4340
Vesey Pl & River Terrace 327 Vesey Pl & River Terrace 327 4302
11 Ave & W 27 St 458 8 Ave & W 31 St 521 4147
W 22 St & 10 Ave 462 W 21 St & 6 Ave 435 4143
Lafayette St & E 8 St 293 E 17 St & Broadway 497 4140
Old Fulton St 217 Centre St & Chambers St 387 4047
W 14 St & The High Line 225 West St & Chambers St 426 4011
W 21 St & 6 Ave 435 W 22 St & 8 Ave 453 4010
Centre St & Chambers St 387 Cadman Plaza E & Tillary St 232 3999
8 Ave & W 31 St 521 9 Ave & W 16 St 463 3990
Grand Army Plaza & Central Park S 281 Broadway & W 58 St 457 3955
University Pl & E 14 St 382 Greenwich Ave & 8 Ave 284 3939
Broadway & W 58 St 457 Grand Army Plaza & Central Park S 281 3938
Broadway & W 24 St 444 E 17 St & Broadway 497 3894
Atlantic Ave & Furman St 398 Atlantic Ave & Furman St 398 3860
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Table 5: Top Routes for Plateau 2.

Start Station Name Start Station ID End Station Name End Station ID Trip Count
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 5966
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 5 Ave & E 78 St 3143 2703
W 21 St & 6 Ave 435 9 Ave & W 22 St 509 2485
E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 W 33 St & 7 Ave 492 2346
E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 W 41 St & 8 Ave 477 2221
W 21 St & 6 Ave 435 W 22 St & 10 Ave 462 2174
E 85 St & York Ave 3150 E 85 St & 3 Ave 3147 2129
Centre St & Chambers St 387 Centre St & Chambers St 387 2088
E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 E 24 St & Park Ave S 491 2078
N 6 St & Bedford Ave 3093 Wythe Ave & Metropolitan Ave 2002 2065
12 Ave & W 40 St 514 West St & Chambers St 426 1995
Vernon Blvd & 50 Ave 3119 46 Ave & 5 St 3124 1986
1 Ave & E 78 St 3140 E 77 St & 3 Ave 3154 1937
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 Central Park West & W 85 St 3168 1869
E 7 St & Avenue A 432 Lafayette St & E 8 St 293 1857
E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 Broadway & W 32 St 498 1851
Wythe Ave & Metropolitan Ave 2002 N 6 St & Bedford Ave 3093 1830
1 Ave & E 68 St 3141 Lexington Ave & E 63 St 3155 1772
Grand Army Plaza & Central Park S 281 Grand Army Plaza & Central Park S 281 1757
5 Ave & E 78 St 3143 Central Park West & W 85 St 3168 1749
W 17 St & 8 Ave 116 W 20 St & 11 Ave 459 1701
1 Ave & E 62 St 3142 1 Ave & E 68 St 3141 1679
Central Park West & W 85 St 3168 Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 1663
South End Ave & Liberty St 3002 Bus Slip & State St 427 1648
E 30 St & Park Ave S 546 E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 1627
Greenwich St & N Moore St 329 Vesey Pl & River Terrace 327 1627
N Henry St & Richardson St 3097 Graham Ave & Conselyea St 3086 1616
W 41 St & 8 Ave 477 E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 1581
West Thames St 363 Vesey Pl & River Terrace 327 1568
E 7 St & Avenue A 432 Shevchenko Pl & E 7 St 300 1556
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 5 Ave & E 73 St 3137 1556
Lafayette St & Jersey St 250 Lafayette St & E 8 St 293 1552
Vesey Pl & River Terrace 327 Greenwich St & N Moore St 329 1551
Central Park West & W 85 St 3168 Central Park West & W 85 St 3168 1541
E 77 St & 3 Ave 3154 1 Ave & E 78 St 3140 1539
46 Ave & 5 St 3124 Vernon Blvd & 50 Ave 3119 1529
W 22 St & 10 Ave 462 W 21 St & 6 Ave 435 1527
11 Ave & W 41 St 478 8 Ave & W 33 St 490 1519
Lexington Ave & E 63 St 3155 1 Ave & E 68 St 3141 1517
W 22 St & 10 Ave 462 W 22 St & 8 Ave 453 1514
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 Central Park West & W 72 St 3165 1492
E 47 St & Park Ave 359 W 41 St & 8 Ave 477 1484
E 24 St & Park Ave S 491 E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 1484
W 26 St & 8 Ave 494 11 Ave & W 27 St 458 1459
Graham Ave & Conselyea St 3086 N Henry St & Richardson St 3097 1454
W 26 St & 10 Ave 388 W 26 St & 8 Ave 494 1452
E 32 St & Park Ave 472 E 33 St & 1 Ave 527 1448
Lafayette St & E 8 St 293 E 10 St & Avenue A 445 1441
Henry St & Grand St 502 Canal St & Rutgers St 307 1440
W 21 St & 6 Ave 435 W 22 St & 8 Ave 453 1439
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Table 6: Top Routes for Plateau 3.

Start Station Name Start Station ID End Station Name End Station ID Trip Count
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 2982
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 5 Ave & E 88 St 3282 2979
E 7 St & Avenue A 432 Cooper Square & E 7 St 3263 2691
W 21 St & 6 Ave 435 9 Ave & W 22 St 509 2535
E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 W 33 St & 7 Ave 492 2133
E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 E 24 St & Park Ave S 491 2095
E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 Broadway & W 32 St 498 2083
E 85 St & York Ave 3150 E 85 St & 3 Ave 3147 2049
N 6 St & Bedford Ave 3093 Wythe Ave & Metropolitan Ave 2002 2034
Greenwich Ave & Charles St 383 Greenwich Ave & Charles St 383 2023
Wythe Ave & Metropolitan Ave 2002 N 6 St & Bedford Ave 3093 1882
Cooper Square & E 7 St 3263 E 6 St & Avenue B 317 1815
12 Ave & W 40 St 514 West St & Chambers St 426 1781
W 26 St & 8 Ave 494 W 27 St & 10 Ave 3258 1741
1 Ave & E 62 St 3142 1 Ave & E 68 St 3141 1738
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 5 Ave & E 78 St 3143 1729
E 6 St & Avenue B 317 Cooper Square & E 7 St 3263 1724
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 Central Park North & Adam Clayton Powell Blvd 3374 1724
Centre St & Chambers St 387 Centre St & Chambers St 387 1721
E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 W 41 St & 8 Ave 477 1716
1 Ave & E 68 St 3141 Lexington Ave & E 63 St 3155 1683
E 33 St & 1 Ave 527 W 33 St & 7 Ave 492 1670
S 4 St & Wythe Ave 460 N 6 St & Bedford Ave 3093 1660
Richardson St & N Henry St 3430 Graham Ave & Conselyea St 3086 1651
E 30 St & Park Ave S 546 E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 1643
Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 5 Ave & E 73 St 3137 1572
N 6 St & Bedford Ave 3093 S 4 St & Wythe Ave 460 1552
11 Ave & W 41 St 478 8 Ave & W 33 St 490 1546
Cooper Square & E 7 St 3263 E 7 St & Avenue A 432 1545
6 Ave & W 33 St 505 E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 1535
Bedford Ave & Nassau Ave 3107 N 8 St & Driggs Ave 3090 1526
Vernon Blvd & 50 Ave 3119 46 Ave & 5 St 3124 1491
W 27 St & 10 Ave 3258 W 26 St & 8 Ave 494 1485
E 24 St & Park Ave S 491 E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 1484
DeKalb Ave & Vanderbilt Ave 258 DeKalb Ave & Hudson Ave 324 1442
Henry St & Grand St 502 Canal St & Rutgers St 307 1435
5 Ave & E 88 St 3282 Central Park North & Adam Clayton Powell Blvd 3374 1433
Amsterdam Ave & W 73 St 3167 Amsterdam Ave & W 82 St 3171 1425
9 Ave & W 22 St 509 W 21 St & 6 Ave 435 1420
E 32 St & Park Ave 472 E 33 St & 1 Ave 527 1412
South End Ave & Liberty St 3002 Bus Slip & State St 427 1404
West St & Chambers St 426 12 Ave & W 40 St 514 1403
West St & Chambers St 426 Little West St & 1 Pl 2008 1400
Broadway & E 14 St 285 Washington Pl & Broadway 335 1399
Broadway & E 22 St 402 E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 1377
McGuinness Blvd & Eagle St 3118 Vernon Blvd & 50 Ave 3119 1376
Lexington Ave & E 63 St 3155 1 Ave & E 68 St 3141 1362
E 42 St & Vanderbilt Ave 519 Broadway & E 22 St 402 1349
Central Park North & Adam Clayton Powell Blvd 3374 Central Park S & 6 Ave 2006 1344
W 26 St & 8 Ave 494 11 Ave & W 27 St 458 1339
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